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1.1 This section provides REA borrowers, consulting engineers, contractors, and other interested 

parties with technical information for use in the 'design and construction of REA borrowers' 

telephone systems. It discusses in particular the design,of dial central offices, 

1,2 This section has been revised as Issue No, 7 to conform with the latest revision of the REA 

Central Office Equipment Contract, REA Form 525, revised September 1966 and REA Form 545, 

revised September 1966, • 

l. 3 The General Specifications, REA Form 558a., which form a part of REA Central Office Equipment 

Contracts, REA Forms 525 and 545, establish minimum performance requirements and capabilities 

for dial central office equipment to be supplied for use on the telel)hone systelllB of REA borrowers. 

However, the many variables involved make it 1.m,practicable to devise a single overall specification 

for central office equipment which will insure the provision of adequate and appropriate facilities 

to fit every situation. Accordingly, Part III, "Detailed Central Office Equipment Requirements," 

REA Form 558c, was prepared to permit the particular arrangements and requirements for individual 

offices to be specified to prospective suppliers of the equipment. The "Detailed Requirements" are 

based upon the premise that the central office equipment is in compliance with the General Specifi

cations. Therefore, prior to preparation of the "Detailed Requirements," the General Specifications 

should be consulted. 

1.4 Most of the items covered by REA Form 558c are those that have purposely been left flexible in 

the General Specifications in order to meet the requirements of individual situations. In 

some instances it may become necessary to deviate from the basic requirements established in the 

General Specifications. Such deviations should be limited strictly to obtaining all the features 

required for each situation. They should be shown in detail in Part III, and will supersede the 

requirements established in Part I (General Specifications). 

l. 5 The Area Coverage Design for the project should be studied carefully and thoroughly under

stood since oost of the required information tor preparing the specifications and request 

for bids on central office equipment will be found therein, 

l.6 For larger offices (1000 lines or oore), it may be desirable to make some changes in REA 

Form 558, For engineering large offices refer to REA TE & CM-520, "Central Office Equipment 

Switch Quantities (Large Central Offices)," and specify in Item 23,0, Part III, REA Form 558c, that 

the traffic tables contained in REA TE & CM-520, "Central Office Equipment Switch Quantities (Large 

Central Offices)," were used as a basis for determining intraoffice trunking requirements, 

2, APPLICATION OOIDE 

2,01 The discussion that follows bas been prepared.,to assist the borrower or its engineer in the 

completion of Part III, REA Form 558c, o-r the Central Office E>:luipment Cpntract. The item 

numbers shown correspond to those in Part III. 

2,02 Each central office should be designated as being "attended" or "unattended" by checking the 

appropriate square in the box at the top of Page l, An "attended" office is one where an 

attendant is available at all times. A dial office located in a building which also houses a toll 

board would be considered "attended," provided someone on duty can handle minor duties connected 

with the dial equipment, such as disconnecting a line which bas a permanent on it. An office also 

could be considered "attended" if the maintenance 11111t1 lives nearby and has all alarms indicated in 

his home when he is not at the office. 

2,03 Items 2,01 through 2.12 

2,0301 The data to be entered in Items 2.01 through 2,11 represent the number.and classification 

of central office lines to be equipped initially (five-year figure from the Area Coverage 

Design). 
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2,0302 Determination of the numbers of subscribers' lines should be based upon the number of 
subscribers in the various categories (as determined in the Area Coverage Design), and 

the assumed "line fills" (average number of partie11 served from one line). 

2,0303 It is anticipated that for both buried and aerial plant approximately an 8o percent line 
fill will be achieved for all classes of service by the end of the five-year period. On 

this basis, the following line fills should be assl.lJJl8d: 

Class of Service 

Two-Party 
Four-Party 
Five-Party 
Eight-Party 

Main Stations Per Line 

1.6 
3,2 
4.o 
6.4 

2.0304 The subscriber data for the five-year period, by classes of service, should be entered in 
Column (b) of Item 11.01, Care should be exercised in this connection to insure the sep

aration between business and residence subscribers. 

2,0305 Utilizing the line fills and subscriber data discussed above, the number of lines should be 
determined for each class of service, maintaining the separation between business and resi

dence service wherever applicable. The number of lines, in every case, should be rounded off to the 
next highest whole number. 

2.0306 The "number of lines" figures to be entered in the "initially equipped" column of Item 2.0 
for offices served by aerial plant should be determined from Item 11,0l ih the following 

manner: 

2,03061 Assume that the number of business two-party main stations is 12. 

2,03062 Assume that the number of residence two-party main stations is 60. 

2,03063 The number of business two-party lines will be 12 divided by 1.6.or 7,5 lines. Enter 
8 lines in Item 11.01, 

2,03064 The number of residence two-party lines will be 6o divided by 1.6 or 37,5 lines. Enter 
38 lines in Item 11.01. 

2.03o65 The number of lines to be entered in Item 2.02 will be the sum of the two-party lines; 
that is 8 lines plus 38 lines, or 46 lines. 

2,0307 The number of "official lines" need not be calculated, but should be estimated for each 
exchange involved. Any lines not included in the Area Coverage Design, such as business 

office line(s), manager's line, repairman's line, etc,, should be entered under Item 2,07, One 
ll.ne should be shown for wire chief, rtem 2,08, 

2,0308 Thought should be given to the possible requirements for consecutively numbered line service 
or key systems, Item. 2.09. Business establishments not large enough to require a PBX often 

can make good use of this type of service. As the use of one-party service increases, it is probable 
that the use qf consecutively numbered lines will also increase. Item 1,033 of Part I states,that if 
an office has no immediate need for consecutively numbered line groups, the equipment shall be arranged 
initially to permit the addition at a later date of a trunk bunting line group, This means that if an 
office has no immediate requirements for consecutively numbered line groups, the "initially equipped". 
column (Item 2.09) should read 11011

• If the requirement of Item 1.033 of Part I were not provided, it 
might later prove difficult and expensive to modify the equipment supplied to add this feature. 

2,0309 If the number of subscriber lines as totaled in Item 2.10 is not an even multiple of ten, the 
total should be "rounded off'' to the _next higher mltiple of ten and this "rounded off" figure 

entered in Item 2.11. 

2,0310 In determining line and terminal requirements, consideration should be given to the number of 
lines and terminals required for test purposes as specified in Items 1,025 and 1.026 of Part I. 

2,0311 The total number of connector terminals to be entered in Item 2,12 will be the same ·as the 
"rounded off" number of main stations entered in Column (c) of Item 11.01. Each connector 

terminal can serve only one station. 
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2.04 Item 2.13 

2.041 The switchboard wired capacity requires careful thought since this item should indicate the 
actual number of subscriber lines which the equipment will be wired to serve. One thing 

that makes this item difficult to fill in is the difference in the types of equipment furnished by 
the various manufacturers. The wired capacity of a switchboard generally refers to the number of 
line circuits which may be added and utilized without the necessity of adding interconnecting wiring. 

2,042 Since the wiring for line circuits usually is intimately associated with linefinder groups, 
the wired capacity of the larger size switchboards will usually be a multiple of 100 lines. 

If the equipped size of the switchboard is equal to a wltiple of 100 lines, often the equipped 
capacity and wired capacity will be the same since to do otherwise might require frames with 
nothing but wiring on them. If the equipped number of lines exceeds 100 linea or exceeds a 
ML:ltiple of 100 lines, it is the usual practice to wire for the next higher multiple of 100 
li~es. For example, if 120 lines are·to be equipped, wiring for 200 lines would usually be 
specified. 

c,043 Where small central offices are involved, particularly those equipped initially for less 
than 100 lines, the wired capacity will usually be 100 lines. 

c',0 1i4 l3asically the dial central office equipments, which are being used on REA borrowers' projects, 
are the linefinder- selector- connector type. 

2.045 With the linefinder-selector-connector office the wired capacity will be 100 or a multiple 
thereof. Trunk groups are accessed from ~elector levels and therefore do not reduce the 

possilile number of subscriber lines. 

;, . ·)46 l!.'nter the same quantity of connector termlnals in Item 2, 132 as is shown in Item 2. 12, since 
to do otherwise would require empty frames or shelves, 

,,.05 Item 2.14 

·.O~l The ultimate number of lines and trunks should be estimated from the Area Coverage Design. 
In the absence of detailed information, and provided the present population trend is not 

down,u~rd, an ultimate capacity for 1~ to 2 times the initial number of subscribers may reasonably 
be assumed. It may also be assumed that the service will become totally one party within 25 years, 

2. 052 Since man11facturers ll¥,!,ke different types of equipment for different size offices, the 
number of lines specified in Item 2,14 will aid the manufacturer in determining the type 

of e~uipment to provide initially so that future growth may be handled in the most economical 
~1t£• . .rtt1er. 

: .. 053 Very careful consideration should be given to each situation since an error in judgment in 
this respect might prove very costly, The ultimate size practically always will be a 

:,.c. l;, i p le 0 f l 00 . 

.;, . ,;'.;,4 'l'h.:, ~ltimate number of lines and connector terminals usually may be determined by assuming 
that the service will become totally one party within 25 years and then rounding off the 

refinlLng lines to the ne.xt highest multiple of 10 and the terminals to the next highest multiple 
u(' 100, 

:!,06 Item 3.01 

.Ohl Equipment purchased under the REA Central Office Equipment Specification is capable of 
servlng subscriber lines with loop resistances, including the telephone set, up to and 

i,,,· luding l ')00 ohms. The addition of extra central office equipment such as long line adapters, 
may l•e a~cc,~ilary in certain cases where the loop resistance of some lines exceeds 1500 ohms and 
tne B"idtler is not willing to guarantee operation without adapters. If there are any lines with 
a greater loop resistance, the number of such lines should be indicated in the appropriate space. 
'J'he manufacturer is required by the specification to provide long line adapters for all lines 
\.ihich are above 1500 ohms, if this is the upper limit for his standard equipment, It should be 
.,ssurned that the. resistance of a telephone set is 200 ohlllB on all loops. Refer to Item 1.021, 
; ,_ rt I. 

?.062 '.rhe subscriber loops exceeding 1500 ohms resistance are divided into three categories; 
namely, 1501-1900 ohms, 1901-3200 ohms, and 3201-4500 ohlllB, Long line adapters used in 

the 1501-3200 ohms category shall be connected to a 24-volt booster power supply and those used 
io the 3201-4500 ohms categoi-,r shall be connected to a 48-volt booster power supply. See Part I, 
ltem 1,022. If a 48-volt booster is required for one or mre long line adapters, it shall be 
,,pplied to all long line adapters. The long line adapters supplied by most manufacturers will 
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operate satisfactorily over these long loops, but additional treatment ma,y be necessary to provide 
acceptable voice transmission. Refer to TE & CM-424, "Design of Two-Wire Subscriber Loop Plant." 

2,07 Item 3,02 

2.071 The number of paystation lines with loop resistances, including the paystation, greater 
than 850 ohms, but not more than 1600 ohms, should be indicated in this item. The loop 

limit is dictated by the minimum amount of current which will operate the d,c, relay in the pay
station which is 26 milliamperes at 44 volts. It may be assumed that the resistance of a pay
station is 300 ohms, 

2.08 Item 4.o 

2.081 Certain special types of operation ma.y require a rore sophis~icated arrangement than con
ventional direct control, For example, a call may require special.circuitry to store, 

translate, and transmit information to effect a connection from the calling to the called party 
b(,cause ot' unusual numbering plans. 

2,0P.; These special operations include but are not limited to EAS translation for complex 
trunking networks, alternate routing to achieve greater trunking flexibility and effi

ciency, MF outpulsing to match connecting circuits and certain other features such as push button calling. 

,•.083 Special types of operation which are needed should be indicated in Items 4.01 to 4.04 in
clusive. Sufficient information should be given and if necessary, include a note opposite 

trn: prdper item so.ying "See Item 23,0, E>..-planatory Notes, for details," 

2.(;·J Item 4.05 

;; . 0')1 Two types of paystations are commonly used in the Class 5 offices of REA borrowers. 'l't1e 
semi-postpay type has been used m::)St extensively and requires the least amount of centre.1 

ot't'ice equipment, The cnlling party dials a local numbE:r and when the called party answers, the 
c·,rn,nt in the calling line is reversed. This disables the transmitter in tqe calling telephone, 
'!'he cal.ling party hears the distant party answer, but conversation cannot take place until a proper 
coin is deposited by the calling party. When a call is made to an operator, the current in the line 
is not reversed and a coin need not be deposited, 'l'his type of paystation circuit also transmits a 
Lone 1.o ,,n operator for identification. 

::.0)2 The local prepay, toll postpay, is an economical system well suited for those areas in close 
proximity to metropolitan exchanges where full prepay paystations are in service. The differ

enc<:tl wil1. be less apparent to users in that a coin must be deposited before dialing can be accomplished. 
;," t:,nlht ic refund of coins takes place on calls to an operator or where a busy or "no ari.swer" condition 
i L c r:ccJ111,t,ered. '!'hE:: collecting or refunding of coins is automatic and is not controlled by an operator, 
,;_·:,,, r:nc.L f'or this type of paystation equipment in the central _office will be higher than the semi
P'Jc1~Pc..J type, but considen,.bly less than the full prepay service, 

·.,J}j :'ull pc·q.ay ~ervice is usually limited to Class 4 ot'fi~E:s where a toll board is available for 
'.l1um:ally collecting anJ refundin;,; coins . 

. · .. 10 l LE•f~ ) 

;~. 101 Phe lockrn.,t feature permits +,he switchir:g equipmem; to automatically disconnect any line equiI,ped 
with lockout after an interval of 15 seconds to 6 minutes should a "permanent" condition occur 

prior to tLe tran:,wissL•11 of dial impulses, Where the outside plant is predominately buried ple.stic 
ins,1 i a ,, .. , catJl.e, ,.he ~hances of' shorts and cr,:is&es between the conductors is greatly reduced and the u,e,, J'c,·· the lockout feature ls not so acut,e, However, open wire plant and telephonE:s "off hook" still 
n:.,lhin ,;.>c:sii.,.e sourcE:s of pc.c1na1,ents, See Item 1.101, Part I. 

::: • ! 02 .:-0me opcsrating companies prE:fer to equip for lockout only the rural 1 ines or those not in cable• 
lf s 1.:c:b lines are a large percentage of 1:he total equipped lines, then 100 percent lockout should , ~· speci:'ied. /Jl'fices which require less than 100 percent line lockout will be arranged so that the lines 

c: ,uippe,J. with lockout are evenly distributed over all the lh-.efiuder groups in the office, 

2.10.3 If conditions are such that the lockout fee.ture is not considered a necessity, it may he possible 
to effect significant savings in the purchase of some types cf central office equipmen·•~ by omit

tini! this feature. An office which will have a maintenance man in attendance most of the d9.Y may not 
req 1 ,.ire the lockout feature, W'nether the omission of lockout will result in signif'ica(lt savings co1.ild. te deterl'liaed by· showing 100 percent ( or less) in Itera 5, 01 and requesting that. the omission of lockout 
be quoted as an altern,:ite. A note could be insertE:d i.ri Item 23,0 with words to this effect.: "Note: Quo,,, ani0unt to be deducted from purchase price if the lockout feature specified in Item '5 .01 is omitted." 
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2. 11 Item 6.01 

2.lll Conversation timing 1119v' be bad on all nontoll calls, except revertive and special service 
calls. At the end of a predetermined time (six to nine minutes), the connection will be 

broken down. A warning tone is applied to the line approximtely one minute preceding the break
down of the connection. 

2,112 Although it might be desirable, it is not possible to obtain equipment at reasonable cost 
which will time party lines and not individual lines. When conversation timing is applied 

to any line, it 111Ust usually be applied to all lines, 

2.113 In general, conversation timing has been associated with subscribers on multiparty lines. 
It is often a problem to impose this restriction on individual line subscribers. Therefore, 

serious consideration should be given before requiring conversation timing on all nontoll calls in 
an office with a high percentage of individual lines. See Item 1,104, Part I. 

2, 12 Item 6.02 

2.121 If conversation timing is considered necessary on local-to-local calls only, this item 
should be checked, 

2,13 ItenIB 6,03 and 6.04 

2,131 Conversation timing may be applied on extended area service trunk calls only. This is a 
desirable feature when the trunk group is smaller than actual requirements at the time of 

cutover due to connecting company limitations or if this feature is required by the connecting 
company, 

2,132 If conversation timing is desired on extended area service trunks, this feature should be 
coordinated with the connecting offices to determine which method of timing would best 

fulfill the requirements. Some companies will not permit conversation timing. RFA recommends 
that sufficient trunks be installed so that conversation timing is not necessary. 

'.14 Item ·r.o 
2.141 Busy verification is a feature which permits a toll operator to override a busy line con-

dition. The purpose is to permit an operator to determine if a line is out of order or 
i.r -c.here is somebody talking on the line. It also permits an operator to verify the number given 
by a subGcriber on a toll call. Under no circumstances should busy verification be made available. 
to anyone except the toll operator and supervisory personnel, such as the wire chief. The problem 
nf restricting the busy verification feature to the toll operator when the toll trunks are also 
used for direct distance customer dialing is discussed under Ite~ 2,152, Also~ see Item 1.083, 
Part I. 

2.15 Items 7.01 and 7,02 

:·. L ~ l 'j'l:e uui versally accepted method of busy verification over regular toll try.mks has been one 
in which the operator prefixes the directory number with a single digit. This single digit 

mc1.y b•? any digit "l" to. "O", but any digit except "O" will use a level which may be required later 
,·or more ;;rgent uses. The level "O" is very useful for verification since on incoming toll selec
c0rs it cannot be used for any other purpose, REA is attempting, wherever possible, to standardize 
on the use of the level "O". 

2.152 The problem of distinguishing between incoming operator dialed calls and incoming customer 
dialed calls to prevent customers on direct distance dialed calls from having access to

:.,,sy verification cun be solved in some cases by assigning a two-digit busy verificati.on code, 
,, :,:!i as "00". On a cull to another telephone in the same numbering plan area, if a customer 
<iiaLs '.,he ~wo-digit code (00) between the office code and the last four digits of the subscriber 
director~/ number ( SDN), the call will be blocked in comm:m control systems because the senders 
will not handle over eight digits, On interarea calls, the three-digit area code must be dialed 
first, in which case the sender can accept 11 digits, but with "OO" preceding the last four digits 
o· the called number, the total number of digits dialed will ue 12 and the sender will reject the 

,:all, The "00" code is satisfactory when cut-through to the called line on a verification call 
is effective on the last digit. If, however, the equipment is designed to cut-through to the 
called 'line on a verification call on the next to last digit, it becomes necessary to use "OOO" 
code, It should be determined that the "OOO" code, if assigned, is effective in blocking access 
to busy verification to customers on direct distance dialed calls. It should not be possible to 
dial either "00" or "OOO" and enter a busy line if the verification code is "OOO". 
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2.153 In areas where customer toll dialing is anticipated in the near future, the connecting 
company may ask for this double or triple digit arrangement. If the connecting company 

does not request the multiple digit code, it should be questioned as to e;p.ctly what method will 
be used to prevent customers in the Nationwide Network from having access to the busy verification 
feature. The digits need not be the same although "OO'' or 11000 11 is preferred. When the multiple 
digit code is used, it is only necessary to specify the two-digit code un~er Ite~ 7,01. Refer to 
Item 1.083 of Part I. 

2,154 Access to busy verification may also be denied the customer on a direct distance dialed 
call by arranging only one operator office trunk for busy verification and then making it 

last choice to the intertoll train at the toll center or not even giving the intertotl train access 
to it. These arrangement~ of course,will be under control of the company operating the toll center. 

2. 155 Some connecting companies are requesting that a separate truo.)t be dedicated to only two 
functions; namely, busy verification from the toll board to the end office and intercept 

rrom the end office to the toll board. Access from the intertoll network to busy verification 
would thereby be impossible. If a dedicated one-way verification t:nJnk fQr inward usage only is 
desired, check Item 7,021. If a two-way trunk to be used only for v~rification inward and inter
cept outward is desired, check Item 7,022. 

2.16 Item ii.Ol 

2.161 A choice must be made as to the type of ringing current generator to be used. For operating 
requirements, see Item 4.08, Part I. 

2,162 'l'r,e magnetic, s1.atic type of ringing current generator is very p<;rpular since it requires very 
litLle maintenance. It is.obtainable in one, two, four, or five frequencies. When using 

c;uperimposed ringing, the single frequency (20-cycle) unit will be specifi.ed. When frequency ringing 
is utilized, the five frequency unit is generally used for multipe.rty service. Since the static type 
of ger1erator operates directly from counnercial 120-volt line voltage, each of the frequencies is de
rived from the 60-cycle line voltage. It is possible to provide the magnetic, static unit at a much 
lower cost for the deci.monic frequency series (20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 cycles) than for any other 
series because the frequencies are sub-multiples of 60 cycles. Magnetic, static machines of the 
syuchroIOOnic series (20, 30, 42, 54, and 66 cycles) are available, but are quite expensive. 

2.1.63 'l'he solid state, static type of ringing current generator operates directly from the central 
office battery. It is available in any series of frequencies. The cost is the same for any 

series and compares favorably with the cost of the magnetic type. If solid state ringing generators 
are used, the synchromonic series of frequencies should be specified, 1rnless the project is already 
committed to some other series by existing exchanges. 'fhe synchromonic series, being a "non-multiple" 
series, has less tendency toward false ringing than either the decill\Qnic or harnonic series. 

2.164 Only the required frequencies should be specified and the power requirements in watts should 
be indicated for each ringing frequency according to the information contained in REA TE & CM-212, 

11 Hine_:-ing Syst..ems." 

:C'.L:'c ltLm :..083 in Part I or the c,peclfications requires thaL provision be made for the continuity 
•)t' ringing current if the commercial a.c. pdwer is off or the primary ringing current generator 

:·a~ ls. The sol id st.a:e type is a good choice for a standby ringing current generator because it operates 
• . .cirectly :·r<_,m the central office battery, requires very little maintenance, and is etabl.e in operation. 

;·, l' J.:,em d,03 

~'. 1·'31 The superimposed type of ringing is used widely in the Bell System. It provides full selective 
ci•1,.,;i:,g fur lines having up to fo,tr stations and semi-selective ringing on lines having five to 

,,~isht s,.at'.om;. Superimposed ringing has the advantage of reqairing comparatively simple and, therefore, 
ir:ez:pendve ringing equipment in the central office. It has the disadvantage of requiring a polarizing 
t~be for each si;ation on lines•with IOOre than two ~tations, If the exchange consists principally of one
ff,U two-purty lines, superimposed ringing is very desirable. 

2.20 Item 8.04 

2.201 Part I of the Specifications requires only one long ring on multifrequency connectors, or on any 
connectors in a system designed for service to not more than five parties on any one line. With 

five ringing frequen-::ies and one long ring only available, a maxinn.un of t'ive parties may be placed on 
o•ie line if the ringers at the telephones are to be bridged across the line. The ringing cycle will not 
cxccced eigh•~ seconds on connectors arranged for one long ring only, but may require eight to ten seconds 
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if both one long and two short rings are needed, It is recommended that one long ring only be 

checked if no UX)re than fiv~party service is specified, or if eight-party service is included 

and the outside plant does not contain lines with llX>re than 10 miles of open wire in Joint use 

nor more than 15 miles of open wire without Joint use. Check one long and two short rings if 

eight-party service is specified and the outside plant contains lines which exceed the above 

limits, In this case, bridged ringing will probably be required, 

2,21 Item 8.05 

2,211 When frequency ringing is utilized, it is necessary to have a means of checking the 

frequencies and the output voltage on each frequency, When a tele-phOne company baa 

only one central office, a panel-mounted set of frequency and voltuieters is desirable, In 

cases where a telephone company operates several offices, it.is desirable to have portable 

meters which can be carried about by the maintenance man. 

2,22 Item 9,0 

2.221 One form of restricted service is intended to prevent certain subscribers from making 

extended area service calls which other subscribers can make on a flat rate charge basis, 

This feature has not been widely used in collllllUnity dial offices for several reasons. One reason 

is the cost in additional outside plant facilities since all subscribers on any one line l!D.lst 

necessarily have the same type of service, This considerably reduces the flexibility in the 

operation er the outside cable plant and makes it more difficult to maintain good line fill, 

2.222 Another form of restricted service is intended to prevent paystations, and other special 

Hnes if specified, from reaching trunks for direct distance dialing, 

2.23 ltems 9.01, 9.02, and 9,03 

2. 231 'rhere are two means for providing restricted service, If there are Just one or i;wo lines 

which require this feature, it is usually better to specify Item 9,011 or Item 9,021, 

Items 9.012 or 9,022 calls for the setting aside of one or UX)re levels on linefinder banks which 

are to be used exclusively for restricted service lines, 

2.232 'l'hc term "Restricted Level" in Item 9,03 refers to the selector level from which access 

is had to the trunk group that is restricted to some subscribers, The term "Trunks To" 

servres to further identify the trunk group. 

?,233 "Number of Restricted Lines in Group" gives the manufacturer an estimate of how many 

lines to provide for restricted service facilities. 

2.234 Far.ilities for Direct Distance Dialing are constantly being expanded and preparation 

should be made to provide this service, Paystations, and other speciaY lines if speci

!'ied, must be restricted from reaching DDD trunks, It is recollllllended that the equipment to block 

paysttttions, and other special lines if required, from reaching DDD trunks always be specified 

i11i::,iallJ to prevent the necessity for making expensive modifications at a. later time. The ex

:t,p~ic,,1 wrJ111.u be where automatic toll ticketing equipment with automatic number identification 

L:: to t,0 ir1:c:talleu. in this office. In this case the blocking will be provided in the automatic 

n,n:itt"r i rkni.;ification equipment, 

2,241 The General Specifications (Item 1.111, Part I) requires that subscribers on the same line 

shall be able to call each other, Several methods by which this may be accomplished are 

explained below: 

2.2itll ltem 10.01 

2.2/,.111 This item covers the "Special Number" or "Revertive Call Switch" method where a special 

one, two, or three-digit code,.followed by one identifying digit for the calling party 

and one for the called party are dialed, On terminal-per-station offices the digits dialed to 

identify the calling and called parties will have no relation to the subscriber's directory 

number. Therefore, on terminal-per-station systems it is necessary to either keep all parties 

on a party line in~ormed as to the SDN of.each party on their line, what digit to use in making 

a revertive call to each party or inform all party line subscribers to obtain instructions from 

the operator or some other source when it is desired to make a revertive call. With this type 

operatio.1, both the calling and called parties I telephones ring until either one is answered. 
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2.2412 Item 10,02 

2.24121 Thia item should be checked only for offices when there is no preference between revertive call by code plus directory number or by directory number only. The "Directory Number" method is simply the dialing of the subscriber's directory number, The General Specifications require that if only the directory number is dialed to establish a revertive call, the calling party must receive a distinctive tone or a recorded announcement when he dials another party on the same line, and the called party must receive a distinctive tone when he answers. A warbling or tick tone is considered distinctive. Thia will indicate to both parties that a revertive call has been made. By prefixing the SDN with a revertive call code, the possibility of anyone unknowingly setting up a revertive call is virtually eliminated, Certain types of equipment provide for ringing the calling party's telephone by dialing the calling party's identification digit after the SDN. This, of course, results in the moat satisfactory operation, but is not available on all types of central office equipment. 

2.2413 Item 10.03 

2.24131 This itein should be checked if reverting call by directory number only is desired. The General Specifications require that when directory number only revertive call of the type in which only the called party's telephone rings is furnished, the equipment shall be designed to provide a distinctive tone or a recorded announcement to the calling party when he dials another .party on the same line, and a distinctive tone to the called party when he answers. This type of operation is desirable in that it eliminates the necessity of keeping the parties on the same line advi~ed of moves or changes. If there is a preference for either the tone or recorded announcement, it should be indicated in Item 23,0, 

' 2.241~ Item 10,04 

2.24141 'rhis item should be checked if there is no preference for the method of making revertive calls. 

2.2415 When revertive calling is provided by means of special switches, determination of the re-quired number of revertive call circuits should be made as follows: Add the unit calls for two, fo1lr, five, and eight-party lines and multiply this total by .0075 if the board is arranged for LOO percent line lockout. Otherwise, use ,05 as the multiplier. This figure is the total unit calls which the revertive call switches must handle. From the intraoffice trunking tables (REA TE & CM-510, Fibrure 2A, "Telephone Traffic - Dial Central Office Switch Quantities") under the P=.01 column, select the required number of revertive call circuits. The .0075 figure is arrived at from the following two assumptions: 

(a) That five percent of the party line traffic will be revertive call traffic, 

(b) That the average holding time of a revertive call circuit is 15 seconds. 

~ A minimum of two revertive call circuits should be provided. 

2.2:, J Lem 11.0 

2.251 T!,is item will serve as a work sheet to determine the traffic requirements for terminal-per-:,cation offices. The results obtained from filling in this item will be transferred to the ~'.witcLi.ria: ~rtagram included under Item 26.0. Item 1.0701, Part I, states that, "The number of intrao!'ficc tnrnks shall be calculated from the traffic information furnished on the Switching Diagram, Item 2G.0, Part III, of these specifications, based on the tables given in Items 7 or 8 (whichever is ap:,,•,Jpriate) of Part I. 11 Therefore, it is essential that all the traffic information appear on crie ~',.•icching Diugram. Item 11.0 is worded so that it is furnished for information only and the Bidder will not be bound by the traffic figures in it, but will be bound by the traffic figures shown on ttieSwitching Diagram. --

2,252 Item 11,01 

2.2521 1'his item snould be filled in only when it has been impossible to obtain the actual measured traffic data in the approved Area Coverage Design. This actual traffic data, when available, should be used to show the originating and terminating traffic in Items 11,02 and 11.03, If it is not available, then fill in Item 11.01, using the number of main stations for the five-year period as ohtained from the Area Coverage Design. The following unit calls per main station shall be used, unless justification for different values is given prior RFA approval: 
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Class of Service 

Individual - &isineas 
Individual - Residence 
Two-Party - &isiness 
Two-Party • Residence 
Four-Party 
Five-Party 
Eight-Party 
Paystations 
PBX Lines 
Official Lines 
Wire Chief 

Unit Calls per Main Station 

1.5 
1,0 
1.2 
o.8 
o.6 
o.6 
0.5-0.6 
1.5 
4.o 
2.0 
1.0 

REA 'l'E & CM-325 

When an office contains a large number of interoffice trunks, the interoffice trunk traffic should 
be compared with the total originating traffic to make sure the unit station calling rate is high 
enough, This is especially true if there are EAS trunks. , Determination of the number of lines to 
be entered in the schedules under Item 11.01 should be made in the ma.oner described in Paragraph 2,03 
of this section of the TE & CM, 

2,253 Item 11,02 

2,2531 If the computed calling rate, using the factors in Paragraph 2,252, comes to less than 
1,6 UC/L for offices with eight-party service or 1.4 UC/L ror offices with four or five

party service, the offices should be engineered to handle 1.6 UC/Lor 1,4 UC/L; respectively, It 
is recomnended that a minilllllll of 1,1 unit calls per line for single party systems and 1,3 unit 
calls per line for one and two-party systems be used·to assure adequate traffic 'handling capacity 
for these systems. REA believes these figures are the minillllll1 which~ be used to insure that 
adequate traffic carrying capacity will be provided, 

2,254 Item 11,03 

2,2541 If it is necessary to increase the originating calling rate to obtain the values as de
scribed above, then the terminating rate should be increased in the same proportion. 

2,255 Items 11,031 and 11.032 

2.2551 To insure that manufacturers of different types of equipment will be providing equivalent 
operational features and traffic carrying capacities, both Items 11,031 and 11.032 lID.lSt 

be completed and the results included on the Switching Diagram, Certain types of equipment are 
arranged so that the PBX groups can be distributed throufWC)ut all the regular connector groups. 
Of course, this sort of arrangement would require a higher average calling rate for connector 
ter,ninals than the arrangement where all the PBX trunks are confined to one or two connector 
groups. It is also important that the Switching Diagram show if the connector group arranged 
for PBX trunk hunting is to handle Multiparty or Individual line service, 

: .256 Example for the completion of Item ll.O. 

11,0 Traffic Calculation (See Item 1,0701, Part I, for Quantities of Intraoffice Trunks 
to be Furnished), 

11.01 Applicable parts of this item shall be completed for all types of offices, 
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Estimated Initial Originating Traffic 

Terminal-per-Station 

a b a X b 

Class of Unit Calls No. of Total U,C. 
Service Per Main Main by Claes of 

Station Stations Service 
One 

L5 Party B 80 120 
(Exel. 
PBX) R 1.0 50 50 
Two B 12 :al? 'lll,Q 

Partv R .B 4A 'lll,Q 

Four B 
Partv R ,6 192 116 
Five 
Party 
Eight 
Partv 
Pay-

1.5 2 3 station 
PBX ♦4.0 ••s ~.4 

Official 
Lines 2.0 2 4 
Wire 

1.0 I Chief I 

413 396 Total (500) 
(c) ( d) 

ft An" 

* This figure is the unit calls per PBX ('PABX) trunk. 
** This figure is the number of PBX (PABX) trunks. 

*** See Item 2.0. 

(fusy Hour) 

No. of 
Lines 

l!-l!-* 

80 

50 
!.'>n 
':In 

M 

2 
R 

2 

I 

251 
(260) 

( e) 
. . " 

****The number of' main stations (c) should be increased by ten percent and then 
rounded off to the next multiple of 100, The number of lines (e) should be 
rounded off to the next multiple of 10, as shown in Item 2.11, Part III. 

11.02 Originuting Traffic 

IB = ill = I. 5 2 uc/L 

This office has been engineered to handle an initial average originating busy hour 
traffic of I.SO unit calls per line, It is anticipated that during the next ten-year 

period, the average originating ousy hour traffic will increase to 2.0 unit calls per lina. 

11,03 Terminating Traffic 

ll.0'.jl Not.e to lmgineer: c:how originating and terminating traffic on Switching Diagram. 

11.0311 Where the PBX groups are distributed throughout the regular connector groups: 

.792 UC/Connector Terminal 

This office has been engineered to haildle an initial average terminating busy 
hour traffic of _.J!Q_ unit calls per connector terminal specified in Item 2;1.2, 
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l 1. 0322 Where the PBX groups are confined to a separate connector group ( or groups): 

~d~ - ~Total PBX UC) 
c •Total PBX Trunks) 

.. 391-24 
500• G 

• • 753 UC/Regular Connector Terminal 

This office has been engineered to handle an initial average terminatins busy hour 
traffic of.:.!!_ unit calls per connector terminal, except in the 33X)( (PBX) group, 

The 33)()( (PBX) groups shall be equipped to handle 94 unit calls and shall be 
arranged to provi4e, in addition to PBX. trunk hunting, the service indicated on the 
Switching Diagram, Please refer to Figure l, 

2,2561 The 94 unit calls were determined as follows: 

Type of Service 

6 PBX terminals at 4 UC 
92 Regular Terminals at ,76 UC 

Total 

Unit Calls 

2-4 
70 

94 

The maximum number of usable terminals in the PBX trunk hunting group of connectors is 
98 since two terminals will be used for test purposes, 

2.26 Item 12.0 

2.261 In offices of 300 lines or more, it is desirable that a test man be able,to rapidly test 
all of the lines in the office, To do this a separate train of switches is provided which 

enables the test man to connect metallically to each line to make all his tests from his test board, 
One test distributor for each access trunk to the test train is normally required, RF.A TE & CM-520 

discusses when additional test dist~ibutors are required, 

2.262 In general it may be said that offices up to 300 lines do not require test trains, In small 
offices the line testing can easily be done from the me.in distributing frame. 

2,27 Item 13,0 

2.271 Since the introduction of direct distance dialing, intercept facilities have become mandatory. 
Intercept is considered adequate by the Bell System if the following criteria are met: 

{a) Interception of vacant levels, where practicable, 

(b) Interception of nonworking numbers {connector terminals) for which there are two 
or more incoming calls per week. If a count is not available, nonworking numbers 
,listed in the cu~rent directory are to be intercepted until reassigned, 

2.2'(2 There are two basic types of intercept equipment. The calls may be intercepted either by a 
recorded announcement or by an operator, Intercept by an operator is probably the preferred 

method for most REA borrowers because it gives the calling subscriber the most complete service. The 
cost of operators is included in the operator as

0

sistance agreement, The time the operator office 
trunks are used for intercept is very small, 

2.273 In the larger offices {over 500 lines), the recorded announcements and operator intercept 
are often handled o~er separate trunks, The recorded announcements are used for discon

nec.ed aod unassigned numbers while calls to changed numbers are handled by operators, 

2,27,. One intercept trunk circuit (Item 13,03) is usually sufficient for offices up to 500 lines, 
if only a ~acorded announcement or only operator intercept is employed. This trunk circuit 

is the COlllm)rl intercept equipment which connects the intercepted line to a recorder or to an operator 
trunk. If both recorded announcement and operator intercept are used, a minimum of two trunks will 
be required, one for each type of service, 

2.275 Where the regular interoffice toll trunks are not used to carry intercepted calls to oper• 
ators, a separate intercept trunk group is used (Item 13,041). There will be as many 

oper~tor intercept trunks specified under Item 13.03 as there are intercept trunks appearing at 
the attended location. The method of reaching the operator (Item 13,04) will depend on the local 
situation. If the dial equipment is in the same building as the toll switchboard, a separate trunk 
group (Item 13,041) is advisable, In unattended dial operation regular interoffice trunks {Item 13,0!12) 

are ueual~y employed. For other details see Item 1.12, Part I, of the General Specifications. 
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2.28 Item 14.o 

2.281 It has become increasingly important with the advent of intertoll dialing to give serious con-
sideration to the numbering scheme to be used in any area. There are so m&ny details that the 

subject of numbering cannot be covered in this section. The subject is discussed at length in REA 
TE & CM-156, "Nationwide Toll Dialing," and TE & CM-208, "Local Exchange Numbering Plans and Selector 
Level Assignments," 

2.282 It is important that the scheme adopted should provide for universal number~ng if present or 
future EAS is involved. 

2.29 _Item 14.0l 

2.291 Each office urust have a separate three-digit office code, This code is assigned from a list 
maintained by the Bell System, and should be obtained from the connecting company prior to 

the preparation of this specification in order that the central office equipment may be designed for 
operation with the nationwide toll dialing plan, 

2,292 All offices purchased under REA specifications will be equipped initially for seven-digit 
dialing. This is covered in Item l,0717 of the General Specif~cations. 

?.30 Item 14,02 

2,301 Generally a directory number is composed of seven digits although only four or five digits 
may be required to complete a local call through the switching equipment. The figure to be 

inserted in this item is the minimum number of digits which the numbering plan requires to complete 
a local call. The equipment should still be designed so that local calla will also be completed if 
the full seven-digit number is dialed. Telephone users, are generally instructed to dial all seven 
digits of the called number. 

2,302 !Deal calls in direct control type equipment usually may be completed by dialing a miniurum 
of four digits when no extended area service to other offices is involved. 

2,303 When direct extended area service trunks to one or more offices are involved, five-digit 
dialing on local calls is required to maintain universal numbering within the EAS area. In 

this case this item would show five, however, it is advisable to instruct the customers to use the 
full ~DN of seven digits. 

2.304 When extended area service trunks to one or toore offices tandem (switch) through an intervening 
office, seven-digit dialing on both local and EAS calls would be required to maintain universal 

numbering. While four or five-digit dialing could be used for completing local calls, all calls should 
be completed by dialing the seven-digit directory number. 

2.305 

to four 
switch. 

'rhe number of digits to be effective in the end central dial office on incoming toll calls 
1,sually will be stipulated by the connecting company. This number of digits should be kept 
wherever possible in order to avoid the provision of an absorption feature on the incoming 

This is shown on the Switching Diagram. 

2,306 Digit absorbir>g toll selectors should be furnished only when it is agreed that it is unduly 
expensive to absorb all three digits of the office code in the toll center. See Paragraph 2,152 

oC this section. 

2.31 Item 14.03 

2,311 Thia item refers to the Switching Diagram which is to be furnished under Item 26.0 for level 
assignments and other numtering information. See Paragraph 2,54 of this section for information 

required on the Switching Diagram, 

2,32 elem 14.04 

2,321 Item 14.04 should be checked if grading is required initially or may reasonably be expected to 
te required during the life of the equipment. 

2,33 Items 15,01, 15,011, and 15,031 

2,331 In toost instances, special service calls will be handled by the operator at the toll center who 
will be reached over the regular toll trunks by dialing the digit 110 11 When this is the case, 

the name of the toll center should be entered in Item 15,01 in the apace provided and Items 15,011 and 
15,031 should be checked. 
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2,34 Items 15,012 and 15,032 

2.341 In those instances where the toll center is located in a large town and has a sel)arate 

special service desk, and where the tributary·(borrower's) office has extended area 

service into the toll center, it may be required by the connecting company that the EAS trunks 

be used to handle special service calls. 

2,342 Assuming that local subscribers in the connecting company exchange (toll center) dial 

"113" to reach the information operator, and the digit 11811 is dialed by subscribers in 

the borrower's exchange to access EA8 trunks to the toll center, the latter subscribers would 

dial "8113" to reach the information operator at the toll center. 

2,35 Items 15.013 and 15,033 

2,351 Provision of a special service desk in the same building with the dial equi'Plllent may be 

warranted if the dial office of the borrower is a large one. A cost comparison will dis-

close if this type operation would be feasible, In such cases it may be desirable to establish 

special service codes such as 1111311 for information, 11114" for repair, etc, This procedure would 

require the provision of special service trunk groups and separate trunk circuits. See REA TE & CM-520, 

"Central Office Equipment Switch Quantities (Large Central Offices)," 

2.36 Item 15.02 

2,361 In some instances it may be desirable to handle special service calls locally. This may 

be done at a regular telephone in the business office by a clerk who also has other 

assigned duties. In this case the subscriber lines necessary for this purpose would be specified 

under Item 2.07, Official Lines. 

2.362 In some cases it may be desirable to have special service calls handled locally during 

regular business hours and by the regular toll operator at all other times. In such event, 

appropriate explanation and notations should be made in both Items 15,01 and 15.02. 

2.37 Item 16.0 

2,3'71 The main distributing frame provides a place where the outside plant and the inside plant 

are both terminated and connected together by means of Jumper wires. 

2,372 A "B" type me.in distributing frame has all outside lines terminated on protectors on the 

vertical side and all switchboard cables terminated on terminal blocks, Because of the 

protection provided for the outside plant and due to th~ very little, if any, difference in cost 

between this type and the "A" frame which furnishes protection only to the switchboard side, the 

"B" type has been selected as the standard type to be used on REA borrowers' projects. 

2,373 Generally, a floor 'type MDF is used in offices with an ultimate capacity of 100 lines or 

more. 

2.374 A main distributing frame has line intermediate distributing frame (LIDF) facilities on it 

and is called a "combined distributing frame," The LIDF permits a redistributio11 of origi

nating traffic without changing subscribers' number.a, Item 2,09, Part I, requires that an LIDF 

should be furnished on all offices, 

2,375 Item 16.03 

?.,3751 Protectors will only be furnished for cable pairs specified in Item 16,02. If the con

necting company requires any additional protectors, terminal blocks or verticals on the 

W,P, they should be specified under this item, 

::,,376 Item 16.04 

2,3761 This item when properly completed.will specify in detail exactly what is to be furnished 

to meet the requirements for main frame protectors. care should be exercised in checking· 

the features which are desired. 

2,3762 The number of pairs of cable terminals will be the same or greater than that shown in 

Item 16.02 inas11D.1ch as all cable pairs 11D.1St be terminated, 
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2,3763 The number of arrester units will be the swne as the number of pairs of cable terminals, 
unless only working pairs are to be equipped with arresters and provided an acceptable 

means for grounding unprotected pairs, such as strapping these terminals to ground, is furnished 
by the supplier as stated in Part I, Item 2.01, In this latter case it is only necessary to show 
the actual number of pairs to be equipped with arresters. 

2,3764 When the grounding of unprotected pairs is provided, show the number of terminated cable 
pairs to be grounded, This will alwa;ys be the difference between the total number of 

outside cable pairs to be terminated, Item 16.02, and the number of pairs of arrester units. 

2,3765 Modular construction provides a compact, replaceable unit for each arrester or pair of 
arresters, If this type is desired, check "yes", If this is no:t desired or if there is 

no particular preference, check "no". 

2,3766 The purpose of factory assembled tip cables is to obtain a factory grade of workmanship 
which reduces the danger of solder splashes and ma;y be less costly than if assembled on 

the job site. Please refer to Item 2.06, Part I, of the General Specifications for details, 

2,3767 The standard length of factory assembled tip cables is 20 feet, If for some reason a 
different length is required, it should be shown, 

2,3768 Some protector units are arranged so that the terminals may be either wire wrapped or 
soldered as desired, 

at a later time. If there is 
the time these specifications 
was not available. 

If solder is once used on a terminal, it cannot be wire wrapped 
a preference for wire wrap or solder, it should be indicated. At 
were issued a combination of "dead front" and "solder only" terminals 

2.3769 'l'he single operation cutover feature, through the use of plastic picks, provides a means 
for the separation of switchboard circuits from outside cable conductors. The picks may 

be strung on cords in groups of 100, for example, and plugged into 50 line circuits to isolate 50 
"in" and "out" circuits. A quick pull on the cord will iDllllediately activate 50 lines. If this 
feature is desired, it should be so indicated. 

2,3770 "Pairs per vertical" and "height of verticals" are self-explanatory and should be filled 
in to meet the particular requirements, Fanning strips are usually required. 

2,38 Items l'{,01 and 17,02 (Refer to Items 4,071-4,078, Part I) 

2,381 A battery reserve of five busy hours usually will be adequate for offices located in areas 
where a.c. power failures are infrequent and where such failures last less than five hours, 

If an emergency a.c. power plant is to be used, a battery reserve of three busy hours is sufficient. 

2.382 In areas where power failures are frequent or of longer duration, an eight busy hour reserve 
is desirable. 

2. 3h3 r.~1~;i ne-d.ri ven generators are often used to provide a. c. power when a failure occurs in the 
commercial power s•1pply. These units may be of the portable type and may be used where 

req11in,cl in a nrultioff'ice system, In offices over 1,500 lines, or offices including a toll board, 
or where \.here are frequent power failures, permanent units should normally be provided. Standby 
engine gct1erators should be purchased separately and not included in the central office equipment 
specifications. 

~:. 3d4 

2.:ffj 

2,3&, 

2.387 

2.388 

1:heck Item 17. :')11 to show whether an engine generator is to be permanently installed. 

h.:>th lead antimony and lead calcium batteries are available in the range of capacities re
quired in HEA borrowers' dial central offices, 

k,ad w1Lim::,ny batteries have an average useful life of approximately ten years when properly 
maintained, and cost about 15 to 20 percent less than the lead calcium type, 

It appears that maintenance of the two types of batteries is about equal, except that water 
additions are much less frequent for the lead calcium battery. 

Since the life of lead antimony batteries is roughly ten years, the size (ampere hour capacity} 
selected should be just ample to serve the office ten years from the time they are installed,. 

2,389 Lead calcium batteries have an estilllf',ted life of about 20 years and, therefore, lend them
selves for use in those dial central offices only where future requirements for a 20-year 

period can be closely predicted. 
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2,390 The lead calcium type battery gases very slightly and, therefore, the electrolyte does 
not get thoroughly lllixed for some time after the cells have been on charge following a 

discharge condition, For this reason, stratification of the electrolyte occurs and a specific 
gravity reading taken from the top of the cell will not be representative of the condition of 
the overall cell, Cell voltage readings are usually taken to determine the condition of. the 
battery instead of specific gravity ree,dings, 

2,39 Item 17,03 

2,391 This item should be checked whenever a lead calcium battery is specified and also should 
be checked when a lead antimony battery is specified if it is contemplated that voltage 

readings will be used in the battery maintenance, 

2.40 Item 17,04 

2.401 The type of battery rack specified should be determined by space considerations. In most 
cases a two-tier rack will be the beet for use in small offices, 

2,41 Item 17.05 

2,411 A hydrometer is required if a lead antimony battery is specified, It is not as desirable 
for use with a lead calcium battery, unless the battery has a special construction so the 

electrolyte can be accessed at the proper level, 

2.42 Items 17,06 and 17,07 

2.421 Any 48-volt d.c, power requirements necessary for the operation of ~arrier, voice frequency 
repeaters, toll board or any other equipment not considered as part of the dial central 

office equipment should be set forth under Item 17,o6, The total 48-volt direct current drain of 
the special equipment in amperes {drain required during an a,c, power.failure) is required. The 
connecting company requirements for both this item and Item 18.02 are available from a properly 
executed REA Form 810, "Central Office Equipment Engineering Information," These current drains 
should be the estimated requirements to coincide with the life of the battery. 

2,422 Specify in Item 17,061 battery and fusing requirements for connecting company equipment 
and special equipment that is not part of the dial equipment, based on current drain as 

specified in Paragraph 2,421 above, 

2.423 A 24-volt booster power supply will be required to increase the voltage available at the 
long line adapter circuit on lines having a loop resistance exceeding 1500 ohms, including 

the telephone set, when long line adapters are supplied, A 48-volt booster power supply will be 
required to increase the voltage available. at the long line adapter circuit on lines having a loop 
resistance exceeding 3200 ohms, including the telephone set. If the booster power supply with 
either the 24 volts or 48 volts output is specified, it should be connected to all long line 
~1apters to gain maxi111..1m benefit, inael!llch as the current drain for each adapter is low. Insert 
the number of lines in Item 17,07 for the 15-year period which will have a loop resistance, in
cluding the telephone set, greater than 15oo·ohme, so that a booster power supply of sufficient 
capacity will be furnished, 

2.43 Item 18.0l (Refer to Items 4,061-4.o65, Part I) 

2,431 The solid state silicon rectifier has bepome widely used in charging central office 
storage batteries of the type generally found in REA borrowers' offices, 

2,432 This type rectifier has an average life of about 15 years; therefore, the rectifier 
supplied should have sufficient capacity to handle the office 15 years after the date 

of installation. 

2,433 If the future requirements of the office eu-e very indefinite, it might be ddvisable to 
specify a rectifier suitable for a shorter period with the idea in mind that, when the 

future requirements are known, a second rectifier could be provided to supplement the first, 
Additional chargers may be added in parallel. 

2.44 Item 18.02 

2.441 Any special 48-volt d,c, power requirements necessary for the normal operation of carrier, 
voice frequency repeaters, toll board or any other equipment not considered as part of the 

central office equipment should be set forth under this item. The total current drain of the addi·• 
tional equipment in amperes during normal operation should be specified, These drains should be 
estimated requirements to coincide ~ith the life of the charger, 
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2.45 Item 18.03 

2,451 The data entered in this item should provide all pertinent information regarding the 
characteristics of the collll'lltercial a,c. power supply since it will be utilized by the 

equipment manufacturer in selecting the type of charging equipment with the specified input rating. 

2,452 The following criteria should be utilized in determining the charger input rating according 
to the available primary (collDllercial) a,c, power supply: 

2,4521 Offices up to 100 lines may best be served by 120-volt, single-phase, 60-cycle power. 

2,4522 Offices from 100 lines to 400 lines may best be served by 120/~40-volt, single-phase, 6o-
cycle power, 

2,4523 Offices over 400 lines may best be served by 120/240-volt, three-phase, 60-cycle power. 

2.46 Item 19,0 

2.461 All central offices should be equipped with a hand test telephone and a wire chief's test 
set, These two items of test equipment are specified in Items 3.01 and 3,02, Part I. 

Additional equipment is listed under Item 19,0, which may be checked, if desired. As in the case 

of frequency meters, if several exchanges are involved, one set of some items of test equipment 
may be used on a portable basis for gll exchanges, 

2.462 The routine test set is used to run tests on the switching equipment. Because this test 
set differs widely between manufacturers, it "is reconnnended that when the central office 

equipment is procured under competitive bidding, this item should not be specified. It may be 
purchased, if desired, after the contract is let and it is known what type of equipment is being 

furnished. On negotiated contracts where the type of. equipment and the advantages of having a 
routine test set are known, the set may be specified. 

2.463 A current flow test set is required to accurately adjust relays and to measure d,c. current. 
An exception to this would be where a supplier furnishes a resistance box and whose relay 

adjustment instructions are designed for such an instrument. It is suggested that this item should 
be purchased separately when the supplier's reconnnended relay adjustment procedure becomes known. 

2.464 The howler circuit can be quite helpful and will prove to be a timesaver if it is actually 
used. It should be kept in mind, however, that a man is required at the central office to 

place the howler on a line and then rem:,ve. it. The General Specifications require that the howler 
circuit l!D.lst operate through the wire chief test circuit and be arranged to remove tone and restore 
the line to a serviceable condition automatically when the receiver is replaced, The effectiveness 

of the howler has been reduced where the varistor equalized "500" type telephones ar 7 used. 

2.465 There are several types of dial speed test sets. The panel type (Item 19,04) is one which 
is pennanently mounted in the central office and is accessed by dialing a particular digit 

or code. It will return to the calling party readily identifiable signals to indicate that the dial 

speed is slow, normal, or fast. This type set is only reco111111ended for the larger offices (600 lines 

or more). The portable type (Item 19.05), when used at the central office, requires a man to read 
it as well as someone at the telephone to operate the dial, One of these units may be used to serve 

several central offices. 

2.466 It. is desirable to provide a transmission test circuit to permit testing of toll connecting 
trunks from a distant toll office without any assistance in the local dial office. This is 

true where the trunks include electronic equipment such as carrier, microwave, or voice frequency 

repeaters. 1'he equipment is also useful for testing EAS trunks and subscriber carrier circuits. A . 

detailed description of this "loop around" test circuit is contained in Item 3,05 of Part I. If this 

test circuit is desired, check Item 19,061. The frequency or frequencies desired should be shown in 

Item l'l,0611. 

2.467 A special "loop around" test path may be provided in local Class 5 offices so that a test 
board attendant in the toll office can measure the transmission loss on outgoing CAMA trunks 

or other one-way outgoing trunks without assistance in the local office. This CAMA loop around test 

path would be entirely separate from that used for interconnecting incoming or two-way toll con

necting trunks. Access to the CAMA test path would be provided on an unused level in the bank 

multiple of the incoming toll selectors, by relying on the fact that all ten of the "thousands" 
digits are practically never assigned for access to local numbers and to verification, Hence, an 
unused "thousands" digit can be assigned to the special loop around trunk, Vacant level tone without 

intercept facilities would be connected to this level, but the toll attendant would pe instructed to 
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ignore this tone and he would continue to dial, first the number of the selected CAMA trunk and 
then "104", or an equivalent test code, for extending the CAMA trunk to the test board in the 
toll office, The outgoing end of the loop around trunk would be terminated ordinarily in a 
minor switch, or equivalent, since access will usually be required to ten or leas CAMA trunks, 
Where nore than ten CAMA trunks are required, a larger switch such as an out-trunk secondary 

. would be required and two digits would be dialed for reaching the higher numbered CAMA trunk~. 
The outgoing switch would not be arranged for trunk hunting, but would step only to the pre
selected trunk and cut in if the trunk were idle, This loop around path does not utilize the 
local office milliwatt supply circuit, since the transmission loss on the CAMA trunk can be 
readily ascertained in both directions from the known losses in both directions on the reference 
trunk, The loop around path should be completely free of any transmission bridges once the CAMA 
trunk has been selected by the toll attendant, the battery supply relay in the outgoing CAMA trunk 
being held operated by the loop closure in the two-way reference trunk. Since called party super
vision is not repeated back by CAMA trunks and off-hook supervision is desired on the two-way 
reference trunk, it can be produced artificially by reversing the talking conductors in the loop 
around trunk thereby reversing the polarity of the battery supply from the C/>J.IA trunk. Release 
or the reference trunk in the toll office should release the entire connection in the local office, 
It' an access circuit for testing outgoing C/>J.IA trunks is desired, check Item 19,062. 

2,468 A circuit for testing the stability of voice frequency repeaters and other electronic 
equipment may be requested by the connecting company which owns the toll cente~. If 

it is to be provided, Item 19,063 should be checked, 

2.4G} If frequency marking is used in the connector circuits, a frequency marking alarm panel 
should always be provided if the number of equipped connector terminals equals or exceeds 

500. A frequency marking panel is desirable, but should not be considered mandatory for offices 
equipped with 200 to 500 connector terminals, An alarm panel is not essential if less than 200 
co1inector terminals are equipped. This panel will permit rapid identification,by means of lamps 
ard isolation by means of small toggle switches of grounded ringing leads whenever such a condition 
exisLs. Check Item 19,0'71 if a frequency marking alarm panel is desired. 

2,4{ Item 20,0 

2.4"{1 Unattended dial central offices always will have alarm checking and sending equipment as 
provided for in Item 1. 06, Part I, of the General Specifications, 

2.4"(2 Sometimes it may be desirable to handle the al-arm signals locally. It should be determined, 
however, that someone will always be in attendance to receive the alarm signals before con

si,lering this method of operation. It should also be kept in mind that when sending alarm condi
tion:; to a local telephone, a failure of' all ringing supplies will prevent transmission of alarms, 
unless a special alarm panel is specified for use along with the local telephone and d,c. signaling 
is accomplished over a third conductor. 

2 ... r3 ~o.rrier trunk groups are sometimes divided into two categories, those that have a lower 
priority and those that have a higher priority. The lower priority groups should be 

us:::i 'i"el a :ninor alarm and the higher priority groups should be assigned a major alarm. If such 
u .l;:.;'vinction ic. to be rr.ade, the proper signals should be checked in Item 20.03. If priorities 
are not assigned at. the time of the initial installation but may be assigned at a future time, 
cL,:•·1~ Ir_etr. z,0.033, 

2.4.:i Item 21.0 

2.l1i1l The Gerwral Specifications require that the Bidder submit a tentative floor plan drawing 
showing the layout of the equipment. If a new building is contemplated, Item 21.01 should 

i..c: cucckt:cl, If the e,p_ipment is to be placed in an existing building, Item 21.02 should be checked 
1crnd a drowinis of tr.e ,oom should oe attached, The drawing should show the clear ceiling height,· 
Lo•~ai;iur; ,r any pill1;1:cs, doorways, windows, radiators, etc., and room dimensions. 

;_:,!1152 Ir' the ultimate requirements are very uncertain, buildings are sometimes constructed so 
thr,t an inside or outside wall can be reuoved after 10 to 12 years of growth to permit 

!'urther expansion, In general, renoval of an outside wall is practicable only for offices 
i•1itially equipped for 300 lines or more. 

2.4) Item 22.0 

2. l()l An interoffice trunking diagram is a very useful aid when setting up requirements for an 
office, particularly one which i.s part of a network of offl.ces. One should be submit,ted 

wi ~h these plans and specifications and may be an up-to-date copy of the trunking diagram incl•:d,,u 
in tlle Area Coverage Design as Exhibit C. 
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.'.50 Item 23.0 

2.501 Any items which need further clarification should be covered under Explanatory Notes, 
Item 23, See Paragraphs 1.6 and 2.5315 for examples, Also, if llX)bile radio service 

is planned, a note should be inserted under Item 23 stating that the feature described in the 
General Specifications, Part I, Item 1.0710, which provides for the release of the entire switch 
train under the delayed control of the called party, shall be a mandatory requirement for the 
connector group containing the mobile radio lines. This connector group should be specified in 
the note, and designated on the Switching Diagram, Item 26, as "release feature, see It.em..23,;" 

2.502 Any carrier equipment, voice frequency repeaters, or standby Power plants which are to be 
installed should be purchased under a separate special equipment contract. Do not include 

this equipment in the Central Office F.quipment Specifications. 

2.503 Where it is desired to include a specification for furnishing a fire rePQrting system with 
the central office equipment, this may be done under Item 23, See REA TE & CM-141, "Fire 

Alarm Service (Community Dial Systems)." 

2.504 Special arrangements of wiring or equipment not covered in Parts I or III of the specifi-
cations, but desired in some special situations, should be specifically described under 

Item 23. For example, an Owner may want the necessary circuits of linefinders, selectors, con
nectors and interoffice trunks wired to external patch jacks in 19-inch or 24-inch racks to facil
itate making connections to traffic measuring devices, Or perhaps it may be considered desirable 
that the insulation on the marking wire for each ringing frequency be a separate color to facilitate 
identification. Each special feature or arrangement should be adequately described in a separate 
note under Item 23, The number of such notes should be kept to a minimum and should cover only 
essential features, 

2,51 Item 24,0 

2,511 If any size and/or shape restrictions apply to the central office equipment building due to 
lot size, lot location, or for any other reason, a sketch of the tentative building plan 

should be included under this item, Any detailed information which might be available at this time 
regarding the building should be included with the exception of overall dimensions, 

2.512 Two optional floor plan arrangements are provided in Item 24.0. The first option is to provide 
for a partition to isolate the space occupied by that equipment to which frequent access is 

required from the switching equipment. This keeps much of the dust and dirt from the switching equipment 
and tends to reduce its maintenance, 

2.513 The second option is to provide for a vestibule which also aids in preventing dust and dirt from 
being blown or tracked into the space occupied by the equipment. When either or both of these 

options are checked the Bidder will take them into consideration when arranging the floor plan, 

2,52 Item 24.01 

2.521 Any floor space which may be required for carrier, repeater, or any other equipment not furnished 
by the Bidder should be listed under this item. The connecting company requirements are readily 

available from a properly executed REA Form 810, 

2. 53 Item 25.0 'l'runking Requirements Form 

2,5301 General. Also see Item 1,08, Part I. 

2,53011 A considerable portion of the information necessary to complete the Trunking Requirements Form-
can be obtained from a completely and properly executed REA Form 810 for the borrower's ex

change. A completed REA Form 810 must be secured for each exchange before attempting to complete the 
Trunking Rf:quirements Form. 'l'he Form 810 should be included with the specifications sent to suppliers 
for information purposes. 

2,53012 The Trunking Requirements Form is made up of two general parts, Lines 1 through 22 shall 
contain information which will enable the manufacturer to furnish the desired types of trunks 

as well as the desired signaling, Lines 23 through 32 shall specify the actual wired and equipped 
quantities of trunks, repeating coils, incoming selectors, signaling circuits, composite sets, and 
hybrids required, 

2,5302 Line 1 Group 

2,53021 As is indicated, the name of the distant office is entered in the block at the head of the 
column. This is the geographical name of the distant office, 
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2,53022 The group of trunks will be designated as Two-Way, In, Out, or a combination of the 
three as desired, The quantity of each type should be indicated. 

2,5303 Lines 2-9 Number and Type of Operation of Interoffice Trunks 

2,53031 When there is a choice available, considerable care should be exercised tn choosing 
the type of operation of interoffice trunks. 

2,53032 ·The principal application for loop dialing is on one-way trunk groups where the 
distances between offices are relatively short. Standard loop dial trunks will 

operate satisfactorily over circuits up to 1200 ohms loop resieta~ce, Above this figure 
special signaling is necessary, Above 2000 ohms loop dialing is not dependable except when 
very sensitive relays are used. I.Dop dial trunks should only be used on circuits above 1200 
ohms when it is a requirement of the connecting company, There are two options for a loop type 
of operation. The battery-ground pulsing uses two windings at each end of the trunk, connected 
toget~er with positive and negative potentials in series aiding, Thie effectively doubles the 
current in the loop. The loop pulsing has a relay at one end of the trunk, connected to positive 
and negative potentials, and operated by opening and closing a shunt at the other end. Before 
specifying either option the connecting company should ee consulted. In such cases it is very 
important that the connecting company circuit drawing number for its end of the trunks 'is made 
available to the central office equipment supplier. Certain carrier derived trunks are coming· 
into use where the trunk circuit is included as part of the carrier equipment. This eliminates 
the need for separate trunk circuits in the central office. 

2,53033 lDop dial trunks cannot be used on phantom groups and where it 1s desirable to obtain 
an additional trunk circuit on two existing physical pairs composite operation tm.1st be 

used, The use of phantom circuits is not reco1mllended because they are susceptible to induced 
noise. 

?.53034 Simplex (SX) trunk operation has the following advantages: 

1. Simplex trunks can operate over a much higher resistance circuit than loop dial 
trunks. 

2. Trunk circuits arranged for simplex operation may be readily converted to com
posite type operation. 

3, Trunk circuits designed for simplex polar-duplex operation (E-M) may be readily 
converted to carrier operation. 

2,53035 Composite (CX) trunk operation is used either in conjunction.with phantom groups or_ 
single conductor pairs, This single trunk compositing may be requested, in preference 

to SX opc,ration, by certain connecting companies in areas where earth compensation is necessary. 
It will be a little more expensive than simplex due to the cost of the composite equipment, 
Because of the difficulties encountered in maintaining a good balance between side circuits 
of a phur.tom gro1;p, it is strongly recommended that the use of phantom groups be avoided. 

::.53036 Currier operation has the advantage of creating additional trunking paths with 
built-in signaling channels by superirr.posing voice rodulated carrier waves upon 

exLsting physical trunk circuits. There is also certain application for radio-derived trunk 
circuits and when this facility is used, the central office trunk equipment should be arranged 
for E-M operation· ur,less otherwise specified. A detailed discussion of carrier operation and 
radio-derived trunks may be found in the 900 series of this Manual. 

0 • 5303'( E-M operation of carrier-derived trunks is desirable and should be specified unless 
other operation is required by the connecting company. F,-M type signaling 11hen 

&pplie<.l to physical circuits is also known as polar-duplex signaling. 

:c-. ~; 303(! Item 1. 085, Part I, General Specifications, states that idle circuit terminations 
shall be provided on interoffice trunks equipped for E a.nd M signaling, and remain 

in the circuit until the called party answers. It is the purpose of this requirement to 
maintain the trunk in a terminated condition before the called telephone answers to prevent 
singing or other undesirable effects when carrier or nrultiplex equipment is involved, If 
the idle circuit termination normally in the circuit is reooved upon seizure of the trunk, 
and some equivalent form of termination is substituted until the called party answers, the 
intention of the specification will be met. The objective is that the circuit shall have 
a terr.1inated condition at all times to ensure quiet operation, 
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2,53039 DX operation will be requested by some of the Bell operating companies for use exclusively 
in cable circuits, It will be used instead of loop signaling on longer EAS or toll trunks 

and instead of SX or CX on short intertoll trunks, It can be operated without impairment through E 
type repeaters, or equivalent. DX operation requires a trunk ·circuit with E and M lead signaling, 
Therefore, a trunk circuit arranged for polar-duplex signaling (E-M) may be used over SX, CX, DX, or 
carrier facilities, 

2, 53040 Refer to REA TE & CM-319, "Interoffice Trunking and Signaling," for a more detailed de
scription of trunk signaling and operation, including E type operation, 

2,5304 Lines 10-12 - Usage 

2.53041 The use to be made of the trunks should be checked in the usage column. If the same trunks 
are to be used for both extended area service and toll, both item.e should be checked, If 

special services are handled over the toll trunks, "special service" should be checked in addition to 
"toll." 

2,5305 Lines 13-14 - Type of Switchboard at Distant End 

2,53051 An indication should be given as to whether the switchboard at the distant end is dial or 
colTIIOOn battery toll. 

2,53o6 Lines 15-18 - Trunk Physical Characteristics 

2,53061 The trunk physical characteristics should be"given since this·information helps the manu-
facturer determine the type of trunk circuit he is to furnish. The only time this infor

mation may be omitted is when the trunks are entirely owned by the connecting company and the con
necting company is furnishing the simplex, composite or DX balancing and signaling sets in the local 
of'!"ice, or when the trunks are carrier derived, 

i'. ;i '30( Lines 19 and 20 - Type of Supervision on wop Trunks 

::,53071 t.iupervision on loop dial trunks is accomplished on either a "reverse battery" or a "reverse 
battery, high-low resistance" basis, and the applicable method should be indicated in this 

item. Where dial to dial trunks are involved, line 19 should be checked for loop trunks with reverse 
batte:r; supervision, Where dial trunks to a manual office are involved, line 20 should be checked for 
loop tn;nks with reverse battery and high-low resistance supervision. In the latter case, it would be 
possible to eliminate the high-low resistance feature if the manual office operates on 48 volts, but 
thi::; is not the usual situation. 

2,53072 Reverse battery supervision, as the name implies, is supervision provided by effecting a 
reversal of battery potential on the trunk, 

2,53073 When supervision on a trunk is accomplished by effecting a change in resistance of a bridge 
across the trunk, it is referred to as high-low supervision, Most two-way loop dial toll 

trunks will use the "reverse battery, high-low" type of supervision so that duplex (two-way) operation 
may be obtair,ed. It is very important to specify the reverse battery, high- low type if this is to be 
employed by the connecting company, 

2,'.,308 

2. 53081 

2. 53082 

operation 
cignaling 
and earth 

Lines 21 and 22 - Type of Signaling on SX and CX Trunks 

Signaling on simplex and composite trunks is usually either "Positive-Negative" or "Polar
IXlplex" (E-M). 

Positive-negative signaling is best suited for use on relatively short trunks and does not· 
provide all of the features that E-M signaling does. With "positive-negative" signaling, 
ic generally limited to trunks with a maxillD.lm dialing leg resistance of 500 ohms. The 
range of the trunk is affected by such factors as battery voltage, insulation resistance, 
potentials, 

2,53083 Positive-negative operation provides for signaling in only one direction at a time. Further, 
this type of signaling cannot readily be used with carrier equipment. 

2,53084 In spite of the above-mentioned drawbacks, positive-negative type signaling is adequate for 
most extended area service trunks and is used to some extent on short haul toll twnks, 
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2. 53085 A .trunk circuit arranged for polar-duplex (E-M) signaling can be used interchangeably 
with simplex, composite equipment, carrier or microwave and is, therefore, somewhat 

lllOre flexible than the positive-negative type trunk circuit. 

2,53086 Polar-duplex operation provides simltaneoue signaling in both directions (duplex 
operation), low impulse distortion, means for earth potential compensation and 

operation with a signal leg_resietance at least five times thet possible with positive-negative 
operation, Earth potential compensation should be used on SX and ex trunks with E-M signaling, 

2.5309 Line 23 • Trunk Circuits 

2,53091 Trunk circuits are also frequently referred to as impu1se repeaters, or simply as 
repeaters by the manufacturers of dial central office equipment. It should be pointed 

out that the term "trunk terminating circuits," ae covered in RF.A Form 810, refers to all equipment 
between the switchboard trunk circuit and the trunk conductors, whereas this item "trunk circuit" 
refers to the switchboard trunk circuit itself. 

2,53092 The number of trunk circuits will usually be equal to the total number of trunks indi-
cated in lines 2-6. The exception would be those carrier derived trunks where the trunk 

circuit is included as part of the carrier equipment. Trunks, if this type, should be deducted 
from the total number of trunk circuits. otherwise, the trunk circuits will always be furnished 
by the manufacturer of the central office switch equipment since they are included as part of 
that equipment. If the connecting company into which the trunk group operates claims it will 
furnish the local trunk terminating equipment, it does not mean to imply that it will furnish 
the trunk circuits which are required in this item, The connecting company means, by such a 
statement, that it will furnish line balancing equipment, repeat coils, and signaling circuits. 

2,53093 It is desirable to have only one type of trunk circuit in an office. Exceptions are 
where there is a substantial number of each type or the connecting company requests. 

one type and it· may be considerably cheaper to furnish another type for trunks to another office, 

2,5310 Line 24 - Repeating Coils (Also see Item 1.085, Part I) 

2,53101 The total number of repeating coils required to be furnished by the Bidder shall be 
specified in this line. All trunk circuits require a repeating coil except when 

carrier equipment is used. Omit repeating coils for carrier derived trunks. If the connecting 
company is furnishing the trunk terminating equipment, repeating coils need not be specified, 
Otherwise, or if in doubt, specify a quantity of repeating coils equal to the total number of 
physical trunk circuits, 

2,5311 Line 25 - Incoming Selectors (See Item 1.081, Part I) 

2.53111 Two-way trunks and one-way incoming trunks will usually terminate on incoming selectors. 
The equipped quantity of incoming selectors will always be equal to the total equipped 

quantity of these trunk circuits, The wired quantity of incoming selectors should be carefully 
considered. If it is known that additional trunks will be required in the near future, it may be 
advisable to provide space and wiring for these trunks and their incoming selectors initially. If 
it is known that a trunk group will not be expanded for some time, it probably will not be econo• 
mical to provide space and wiring for additional selectors, especially if empty frames and shelves 
IID..lst be furnished init"ially. 

2. 5312 Lines 26-29 - Number of DJ.plex Signaling Circuits 

2, 53121 For SX trunks employing "posi ti ve-negati ve" type signaling, no separate signal!. • .; cir
c~i ts are required, 

2,53122 For SX tranks t>.mploying "polar-duplex" (E--M) signaling, one duplex signaling circuit 
will be required for each trunk. The signaling circuit will be furnished by the 

connecting company if it is furnishing the termination equipment. 

2,53123 For ex trunks employing "positive-negative" type signaling, no separate signaling 
circuits are required, 

2. 53124 For CX trunks employing "polar=duplex" ( E--M) type signaling, one duplex signaling 
circuit will be required for each trunk, Here again, the signaling circuit_ will be 

furnished by the connecting company if it is furnishing the termination equipment, 
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2.53125 For DX trunks, a DX signaling circuit is required. This circuit is different from the duplex 

signaling circuit used on·sx or CX facilities and, therefore, 1111st be specified in line 27 
when required. This signaling circuit will also be furnished by the connecting company if it ie 
furnishing the termination equipment. · 

2.53126 For carrier trunks employing {E-M) type signaling, no separate signaling circuits are requi.:i:oo. 

since the necessary signaling equipment is contained in the carrier equipment itself. 

2.53127 Carrier trunks employing "loop-type" signaling 'W'ill sometimes be encountered, However, no 

separate signaling circuits would be required with such trunks. 

2.53128 Each set nrust be equipped 'W'ith a 60-cycle filter as specified in Pe.rt I, Item 1.088. 

2.5313 Line 30 - Quantity of CX Sets 

2,53131 '.rhe ex sets are the line balancing equipments and are specified for single physical trunk 

operation, one for each ex trunk, These may be furnished by the connecting company. This 
must be determined, 

2.i:;31 11 Line 31 - Carrier or Microwave Hybrid 

2,53141. If Lrunks are to connect into carrier or microwave, the quantity of hybrids, their type and 

drop impedance, should be specified. 

2.5315 If any trunk equipment is to be supplied at distant offices under the specification, it should 

be listed under lines 23 to 32, and an explanation listed under Item 23.0. If the distant end 

ot'!'ice is&. manual board and the distant end terminating equipment is to be furnished under this speci

fi<:ation, the cord circuit drawing number and manufacturer must be shown. 

:•.5 1, Item ~,(,,o - Switching Diagram 

2.5 111 A switching diagram similar to Figure l for a terminal-per-station office shall be furnished. 

In sys terns made up o:~ severa 1 offices, it is advantageous to show the switching diagram of all 

exehanges on one drawing. Also, where both toll and local equipment are included under the same contract, 

as in the cafic of' a toll center, a combined toll and local switching diagram should be used. Figure 2 is 

an example of a combined diagram. 

2,5if2 It is absolutely necessary that this diagram shall contain all numbering and traffic information 

as it will be used by the supplier in furnishing the equipment. 

~!. 54 3 '111<: numbering plan for all offices should be set up on the basis that selectors will be employed. 

If the equipment proposed is not of a type which can readily be engineered accordin:g to this plan, 

the Bidder muy furnish a plan which will be equivalent with respect to both numbering and traffic, This 

ic covered in Item l.071JL, Part I. 

2.544 0ince the office will be "equipped" for seven-digit numbering, all levels may be assigned the N, A, 

AH, J!' :J !'unction based upon the requirements of the specific situation. These functions are 

,ii:J';m,,1 ii. 1-:D\ 'l'E-,:, Gl-208, "wca1 Exchange Numbering Plans and Selector Level Assignments." In making 

~P t,h<: r,u1:1,_.<:rh,~ pl.an, one should analyze and thoroughly understand the operation of the switch and what 

hupp<:'1S whr:1, t,!,y dit:it is diah,d f'or. the first time and what happens when the same digit is dialed a 

:.;ecui,<l time. 

2.545 Following are a few general criteria which should prove helpful in connection with the completion 

of this item: 

2. '.A'.Jl Digit "O" is the digit universally accepted for reaching the assistance and toll operator, and 

1.h<: 110" l0vel of the fir·:.;t selector {or connector) should be reserved for this use and be assigned 

t.h1..: "ll" l''.J!: ··. io:1. 

2. :;!152 Digh 11
)'

1
• Wherever possible subscriber directory numbers ending with numerals between 9000 and 

an1 )))9 should be reserved for paystations.' There are situations, however, where this feature 

cannot be provided without a substantial increase in the cost of central office equipment. In those 

instances the possibility of using levels 7 or 8 should be investigated. It is customary practice for 

paystation lines to be assigned in the same hundreds group as other local lines, so level "9" {"8" or 

"7") is usually Tm.lltipled to a local connector level. The "function" assigned to this level may be 

B, u, AR, or A, as dictated by circumstances. 
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2.5453 Level 11111 is usually made an AR level in order to absorb preliminary impulses such as 

false dialing and line slap, and will probably be used to access direct distance dialing. 

trunks (Code lX or lXX) in the future, It is recolllllended that this level should be reserved for 

present or future use of the direct distance dialing code, 

2,5454 In assigning selector levels to local connectors, it is preferable to start assignments 

with the lowest numbered selector level available, such as level 11211
, so assignments 

can proceed in an orderly manner, 

2,5455 Calls trunk to the connector on the third from last digit, leaving two digit~ effective 

in the connector. Because of this where second selectors.are not used, the three office 

code digits are usually assigned the "AR" function with the fourth from last digit of the number 

assigned the "A" function. On this latter type office paystation number identification can be 

provided simply by assigning an "A" function to levels 7, 8, or. 9, 

2.5456 Wherever possible it is desirable to have the incoming toll calls come into the 

borrower's office with only the last four digits of the subscriber's number to be 

diuleJ to complete the call. If five digits are involved, this will require the absorption 

of one digit in the incoming toll selector. Very seldom should it be necessary to absorb 

more than one digit on any one incoming toll call. Digit absorption is also often necessary 

on incoming toll selectors even though only four digits are received over the toll trunks. 

2.5457 It is very desirable to use level 11011 of the toll selector for verification of a busy 

line because this level could not conveniently be used for any other purpose. 

2.5458 In some cases EAS traffic will tandem (switch) through the office involved. In such 

instances the incoming EAS selectors will usually have access to trunks to the end COO 

from the same levels as the local first selectors in the tandem office, 

2. 5459 Incoming EAS selectors will .!!£!: have access to the "O" level for verification, 
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SDN and Terminating Traffic: 

46-532xx 
33XX 
34XX 
35XX 
~qu 

(PBX and Multipar·ty: 
76 UC 94 UC) 
76 UC 
76 UC 
76 UC 

If the PBX trunks are distributed 
throughout all connector groups, 
each connector group shall be 
arranged to handle 80 UC. 

P.s. in 3XXX Series (9XXX) 
Revertive Call 77XX 

N - Normal 
AR - Absorb Repeatedly Until Unlocked 

A - Absorb and Unlock 
B - Blocked Until Unlocked 

BV - Busy Verification 

J..;XAMPLE OF TPS SWITCHING DIAGRAM 
for Office Used in Paragraph 2.256 
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